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Ok ladies have you noticed we are trekking along at a brisk pace. One reason for this success is “No Snow” days
which has enabled us to come to bible study.
As we continue with our writer, we can reflect from the last three weeks. During this time, we concluded from our writer
an understanding of the Better Mediator, Better Covenant, and Better Promise. As our writer and Rabbi walked
us through Hebrews, verses 7-13, our writer explained why there was a need for a new Covenant as seen in verses 79. He points to the ineffectiveness of the old covenant, in that it lacked finality. Furthermore, it could not achieve
eternal redemption, and it could not cleanse the persons’ conscience. In verse 8, our writer focused our attention to
the fact that God found fault with Israel in that they failed to keep God’s covenant. We also learned that the law, which
had been written on stone, was now being placed in the mind and written on the heart. This covenant was provided by
the blood of Jesus, to those who came to Him by faith. We are reminded from Hebrews 9:13 and 10:4,18, that the
blood of Jesus did something that the blood of bulls and goats could not do; in that is makes one perfect. You see the
Law was never given to make one perfect, but to instruct us like a school master to a student to bring the believer in
their hearts to meet the soon coming Messiah.
This week we will be entering chapter 9 picking up again Hebrews 8:5-6. Here in these verses, our writer will take us
to the Temple to study the illustrations and regulations established in the first covenant for the earthly sanctuary.
Our assignment this week is to read Exodus 25 and Hebrew 9. Keep on trekking with me!
Walking Joyfully in Him,
Ms. E
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